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Adieu, Fr. Gregg!
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A Look Back: Fr. Gregorio Bañaga Jr., CM
Fifth President of Adamson University

He came at a time when Adamson University was well on its way to the top. He did bring Adamson
University to the top—and led the university even further to higher achievements.
With twelve fruitful, eventful years served at the university, let’s all take a look back and get to know the
person behind Adamson’s momentous achievements.

F

r. Gregorio Lapus Bañaga,
Jr., CM was born in Tarlac
City on October 31,
1953. He finished grade school
at the Holy Spirit College
and Don Bosco Institute in
Tarlac before entering the St.
Vincent’s Seminary, run by the
Congregation of the Mission, in
Valenzuela. He then proceeded
to the Vincentian Hills Seminary
in Angono, Rizal in 1970 to
continue his path to priesthood.
His college years were spent
at Adamson University where
he graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in Philosophy in 1975,
making him the first alumnus
to become University President.
He continued his studies in
Theology at the University of
Santo Tomas, finishing in 1979.
In March of that year he was
ordained a priest.

The first years of his priesthood
were spent giving popular
missions in the outlying areas
of Rizal, Bataan, Camarines
Sur and Pangasinan. His work
in the missions was interrupted
when he was assigned as parish
priest of the San Vicente de
Paul Parish Church in Manila
for more than a year. After eight
years conducting rural missions,
he was sent to the St.Vincent
School of Theology (SVST)
in Quezon City to become
the Director of Students and
professor of pastoral theology.
He taught at SVST for four
years.

a Better World. He became
the East Asian coordinator of
this group for six years and
facilitated training programs in
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
Burma, Japan, and Korea

While working in the missions
and teaching in the seminary, Fr.
Gregg was also involved with an
international non-governmental
organization called the
Movement for

In August 1993, he joined
the doctoral
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program in Organizational
Behavior of the Weatherhead
School of Management at Case
Western Reserve University
in Cleveland, Ohio. During
the six years that he studied
in Cleveland, he worked at a
parish and became the Spiritual
Director of the Philippine
American Community and
Chaplain of University Hospitals.
He finished his doctoral degree
in Organizational Behavior in
January 2000.
Upon returning to the
Philippines in the same year,
he was assigned to Adamson
University where he served first
as Vice President for Student
Affairs and as Vice President for
Administration a year later. In
2003 he was elected as the fifth
President of Adamson University.

of Colleges and Universities
(PACU). He is also a member
of the Management Association
of the Philippines (MAP) and at
one time served in its Corporate
Social Responsibility committee.
He was given the Outstanding
CEO Award by the Philippine
Council of Deans and Educators
in Business (PCDEB) in 2014.
Fr. Gregg worked for the
renewal and deepening of
the Vincentian character of
Adamson.Various projects and
activities to promote Vincentian
values and practices were
integrated into the life of the
AdU community. During his
term, AdU collaborated and
networked with the Vincentian
Family and other Vincentian
educational institutions.

Fr. Gregg is actively involved in
the field of education. He
was president of
the South

Manila
Inter-Institutional
Consortium (SMI-IC), the
oldest functioning educational
consortium in the country,
from 2006 to 2010. He served
as a trustee of the Catholic
Educational Association of the
Philippines (CEAP) for six years
and president for three years
(2011-13). He is currently the
President of the Association
of Catholic Universities of
the Philippines (ACUP) and
one of the Board members
of the Philippine Association

His presidency adopted an
alternative philosophy of
change, known as Appreciative
Inquiry, which accentuates the
positive and affirmative within
an organization. In addition, he
strengthened the arts and culture
program to make education at
AdU more holistic.
Source: OP, AdU Museum
brochure
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Biggest Achievements of the
Bañaga Presidency
An incredible journey.
That is how our outgoing
University President Fr. Gregorio
“Gregg” Bañaga Jr., CM describes
his tenure. Indeed, what he has
faced as Adamson University’s
chief is quite a story to tell. It is
difficult to put it all together in
just a few pages, but there are a
few achievements that stand out

1

in the previous administration,
the university worked hard to
finally achieve Autonomous
status in 2010. With this came the
certification for the Institutional
Monitoring and Evaluation for
Quality Assurance or IQuAME.
With this twin achievements,
AdU now belongs to the top.

At present, there are only 40
schools in the country that
have Autonomous status and
only six schools with IQuAME
accreditation. The hard work put
in by the administrators, faculty,
staff, and even students to achieve
these certainly paid off.

standards and processes are at par
with global—not just local—
standards, thus guaranteeing
to its clients that processes and
transactions are done efficiently

and with tangible results. AdU
went through another thorough
edit in 2015 and qualified for
re-certification for another three
years.

Reinventing Adamson and SOAR

To sustain its gains, AdU regularly
creates a strategic plan to help
map out its course. Towards
the end of Fr. Jimmy Belita’s
presidency, Fr. Gregg chaired the
committee creating Reinventing
Adamson, which mapped out the
university’s goals and plans for
2003 to 2008. Afterwards, another
strategic planning session was
conducted in 2008 to create a
three-year development plan and
re-examine the previous plan.
4

As these twelve major
achievements show, the band
leader made sure his band hit the
right notes.

ISO 9001:2008 Certification

Another highlight of Fr. Gregg’s
presidency was the granting of
the ISO 9001:2008 certification
by TÜV Rheinland in 2013. This
certification meant that AdU’s

3

Fr. Gregg, a jazz music aficionado,
likened himself to the leader of
a jazz band. “The band leader
usually gives each member a
chance to improvise and create
their own music,” he says. “At the
end he blends all of them.”

“For me, it is recognizing the
initiatives and creativity of my
administrators and allowing them
to innovate, create and do their
work. That’s my philosophy of
management.”

Achieving Autonomous Status and IQuAME certification

The goal for higher education
institutions (HEIs) in the country
is to achieve the Autonomous
status, which allows universities
greater independence over
its curricula, new program
offerings, and operations. After
achieving the Deregulated
status from the Commission
on Higher Education (CHED)

2

and will become the hallmarks of
his presidency.
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Another five-year plan was set
in 2012, named SOAR: Strategic
Plan 2012-2017. SOAR stands for
strengths, opportunities, aspirations,
and results. The university’s key
leaders, administrators, and even
alumni were thoroughly involved
in the five-day planning retreat
for SOAR.
Cultivating a corporate
culture that can be a model
for organizational efficiency

was important for Fr. Gregg.
“This came from my
academic background (PhD in
Organizational Behavior),” he says.
“I am always interested in making
organizations click and become
efficient. [We need] clarity of
vision, good planning and more
importantly, close monitoring and
execution.”

4

Growth in the Arts and Culture

In the past, education in AdU
was seen to be heavily technical.
Under Fr. Gregg’s watch, several
initiatives were introduced to
enrich the learning experience at
AdU.
The resurgence of arts and
culture began in 2005 with the
renovation of the AdU Theater.
Next came the AdU Art Gallery,
now with two floors for exhibits
and events. Whereas the university
only had the AdU Band before,
it now has the AdU Chorale, the
Acoustic Band, String Ensemble,

5

Fr. Gregg also pushed for and
eventually led the opening of the
Adamson University Museum
in 2012 to house the university’s
history and symbols. The Museum
is composed of The Founder’s
Wing, dedicated to the memory
of Dr. George Lucas Adamson;
the Vincentian Wing, featuring
the history and achievements of
AdU as a Vincentian institution in

1964; the Alumni Wing, dedicated
to the outstanding achievements
of its alumni through the years;
and the Rotating Exhibits Gallery,
which houses collections and
exhibits of remarkable quality and
story.

Scholarships and Fundraising

AdU now offers more
scholarships than ever before,
thanks to the generosity of its
sponsors and partners. Aware that
a gap in funding opportunities
exists for those in the higher
years, Fr. Gregg introduced a
new scheme called the Bridge
Program. This scheme is aimed
at helping students in the higher
year levels facing financial

6

and even the AdU Orchestra.
The AdU Folkloric Dance
Troupe is now a regular staple in
events in and out of the campus.

difficulties to finish their studies.
The idea for the Bridge Program
was spurred by a chance meeting
between Fr. Gregg and a waiter at
a restaurant a few years ago. The
waiter was a Commerce student
at AdU who was a semester away
from graduation but had to stop
due to lack of funds.

(OIA), was established to further
strengthen and create new
avenues for AdU’s fundraising
drives. Events staged by the
OIA such as the Falcon Run,
President’s Cup Golf Tournament,
and the Annual President’s Dinner
have successfully raised millions of
pesos in donations and pledges.

Another unit, the Office for
Institutional Advancement

Facilities and Infrastructure

The campus is now more
conducive to learning with the
technological
and

structural improvements done in
the past 12 years.
New structures were built and
others were renovated to increase
available space inside the campus.
The FRC Building was extended
with a new, four-storey structure
that now provides offices and
activity areas. ST Quad now has
a roof over its expanse, allowing
activities to be held without
worrying about nature’s elements.
A sewage treatment plant was
built in 2009 to treat wastewater
coming from the ST, LM, and
OZ areas and also serves as a
learning facility for Engineering

students. Pocket gardens and more
greenery have also been installed
in the campus for resting and
hanging out.
The university’s information
technology (IT) infrastructure also
improved vastly. Computerized
processes now extend to nearly
every facet of the university’s
operations, from online enrolment
and grade monitoring for
students, uploading professors’
lessons and activities, to budget
and supplies requests for offices.
Continue to page 10
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Fr. Gregg Through My Lens
By Mar Bustamante

Matagal ko nang nakasama si Fr. Gregg sa loob at labas ng Adamson University. I have
learned a lot from him, and I have gained so many memories of him as well. This is how
I remember him.

Fr. Gregg as an
avid traveler

Fr. Gregg as a troubleshooter

Fr. Gregg is a nature lover. We always travel to
the provinces and see to it that every year we go
on out-of-town trips. We call it, “treat yourself.”

One day I asked him, “Father, ang dami mong
meeting, simula umaga hanggang gabi?” “Ganon
talaga Mar, habang tumataas ang posisyon mo, more
on meetings ka na.” Tanong ko ulit, “Ilang percent
naman ang good news at ilang percent ang bad
news?” Sabi niya, “Mga five percent good news, 95%
troubleshooting.”

Fr. Gregg as an environmentalist
His penchant for cleanliness is beyond expectation. Even
outside Adamson, he frequently picks up
dirt or any kalat. One time, nasa Bangko
Sentral Museum kami. May nadaanan siyang
kalat, pinulot niya iyon. Sabi ko, “Father,
wala tayo sa Adamson.” Sabi naman niya,
nasanay na siya, part na ng system niya. Even
underwater, kapag nagsu-scuba diving kami,
he always picks up trash sa ilalim ng dagat,
lalo na ang plastic na hindi natutunaw.
Fr. Gregg as a would-be architect

Sabi sa akin ni Fr. Gregg, kung hindi daw siya naging pari, magiging
architect siya. Napatunayan yan na nasa dugo ni Fr. Gregg ang pagiging
arkitekto; katunayan, kitang-kita ang disenyo ni Fr. Gregg for AdU. There
were so many changes, especially sa infrastructure; there were
plenty of renovations and property investments. Kapag
may construction sa campus he always visits
and monitors the work; kung wala siya,
kailangan kong kuhanan ng litrato at
i-email sa kanya ang development.
Kapag may pinapagawa siya personal
niyang pinupuntahan. Sabi niya, “Kapag
may pinapagawa ka,dapat i-check mo palagi
dahil kapag nagawa nang mali, sayang ang
panahon at resources.”

6
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Fr. Gregg as a boss

Sabi niya, kung siya ay mag-uutos, uutusan niya iyong
alam niyang makakagawa nito nang maayos. Ayaw niya
ng paulit-ulit. Kaya kapag paborito ka niyang utusan,
ibig sabihin noon, effective ka.

Fr. Gregg has Falcon eyes

Napakatalas ng mata ni Fr. Gregg lalo na sa mga detalye.
Parang sa photography, number one na dapat i-consider ang
mga detalye. Kaya sabi nila perfectionist si Fr. Gregg. Ang
totoo, guided siya ng aral ni San Vicente: “It is not enough to do
good; it must be done well.”
Fr. Gregg on asking for support
One time, naglalakad kami sa San Marcelino.
Sabi niya, “Mar, ano ba ang dapat:
magpakita ka muna bago
humingi o humingi ka muna
bago ka magpakita?” Sabi
ko, magpakita muna bago
humingi. Sabi naman niya,
“Tama, dapat patunayan muna
ng AdU ang maraming bagay
para sumuporta sa atin ang mga
alumni at sponsor.”

Fr. Gregg as a
joker
You know the sense of humor that
he has. I believe it’s one of his good
qualities. Maraming tumatawa kahit
corny ang joke kasi presidente siya. Biro lang!
Kung minsan seryoso ang lahat bigla siyang
magpapatawa. Nakakatulong naman kasi biglang
nababasag ang monotony ng usapan. Signature na rin
ang style ng joke ni Fr. Gregg. Maraming pagkakataon
na kasama ko siya at lagi siyang may baon na joke.
Kahit sa ilalim
ng dagat, habang nagda-diving, may
joke pa rin!

Fr. Gregg as a
friend
He is a very thoughtful person, always.
He once traveled as far as Bicol by
bus for 12 hours para makarating siya
sa probinsiya namin noong mamatay
ang nanay ko. Sabi niya sa mga oras
na ganyan doon mas mararamdaman
ang pagdamay ng isang kaibigan, kaya
hangga’t may time siya nagpupunta siya
sa mga kaibigan at alumni na namatayan.
Ang biro pa nga niya, bakit daw ang
mga namamatay hindi nagpapa-schedule.
Minsan tuloy conflict sa oras.

Mr. Bustamante is the university’s official photographer and has been with
AdU for more than 20 years. He has worked closely with Fr. Gregg since
his term of office began in 2003.
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A Grateful Community Remembers Fr. Gregg

Touchstone asked the members of the Adamson University community for their fondest memories of our
outgoing president and their messages for him. Here is what they have to say.

Why I like him—and not
Catherine Q. Castañeda, Ph.D - Vice President for Academic Affairs
in many ways. Well-rounded,
merging academics with cultural,
spiritual, and social concerns –
from the ethereal to the mundane.

F

r. Gregg? Two years working
with him made me admire
his management skills!
With his leadership, we all saw
desirable traits honed in the truly
Vincentian way – discerning,
cautious yet decisive, witty yet
serious, friendly yet strict with
standards.
I like Fr. Gregg. He takes risks
for Adamson’s rise and fall, but in
every way, scientifically calculated.
I like Fr. Gregg because he is
down-to-earth and practical

I like Fr. Gregg – he can laugh
and enjoy life with a glass of wine
and can very well relate with all
kinds of people. Rich and poor,
privileged and underprivileged,
mentally alert, mentally
handicapped, even those who
suffer from “KSP” or kulang sa
pansin.
He is a photography buff and also
loves to be photographed. He
believes in documentation of all
kinds. Pictures, pictures, pictures
everywhere so that all events will
ultimately find their proper place
in history.
He does things with a classy
“twang.” He likes form, he likes
order, he is a perfectionist, he has

an eye for art and good things in
life, and physical beauty.
He is all-around, yes, and very
admirable. But most of all, he
loves to help the poor and truly
rallies to their cause.
I don’t like Fr. Gregg because he
is so busy that he has no time for
everyone. I don’t like him because
he will soon fade out from the
local academic circles. I have just
worked with him for two years
and I would have wanted to work
more with him.
But as we all know, there’s a time
and place for everything under
heaven! Today, we need to move
on and let his legacy guide as all.
Yes, Fr. Gregg, allow us all to
celebrate your existence and let
that place be in our hearts!

“You gave us a vision”
Arch. Peter Villanueva and the College of Architecture
In behalf of the College of
Architecture, we wish you,Fr.
Gregorio Bañaga Jr., CM very
fruitful new journey in life.
May your new aspirations and
endeavors be blessed always.
Fr. Gregg, as everyone calls him,
was a towering presence in the
Adamson community that was
always inspiring.Your reassuring
words were stress-busting and
your constant support was highly
motivating. As monthly targets
and performance appraisals will
8
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come and go, memories
of working with you will
stay here in the Adamson
community.
Farewell to the man whose
word we trusted more than the
operating procedures, checklists,
and manuals.Your knowledge and
experience was always beyond par.
As other bosses give orders, you
gave us direction. Other bosses
give targets, you gave us a vision.
Other bosses lead by authority;

you
have
always
led us by
respect. The
biggest laurels on the mantelpiece
of your life will be the respect,
love, and affection of all your
employees.

“Thank you for showing the true meaning of leadership”
Dean Perlita Crucis and the College of Pharmacy
To the most hardworking boss,
we in the College of Pharmacy
would like to thank you for
guiding all of us in the right
direction, for showing the true
meaning of leadership. We
thank you for the immense
improvement that you have
brought to our university,
which not only changed the
physical look of the campus but
also brought improvement in
our systems and management.
We thank you, too, for the
opportunities given to the
students and faculty for them to
learn more and enrich themselves
not only in their academics but
also their capacity to involve
themselves in community
work, reminding them of their
Vincentian character.

Thank you also for working hard
on strengthening linkages for
the university here and abroad.
It widened opportunities for
collaboration and allowed us to
touch base with the alumni of the
university. We are overwhelmed
with your drive to connect
with the alumni. Rarely would
we find a school that will have
deep connections with its
graduates. With your constant
effort, Adamsonians around the
world are now linked and will
always want to go back home to
Adamson.
Most of all, thank you for
making the university achieve its
autonomy and for the College

of Pharmacy’s accreditations.
Without your unwavering
support we would not have
attained our Level 3 accreditation.
Rest assured that we will continue
what you had started and will
always remember the things that
you taught us. We wish you good
luck in your future endeavors!

“I was inspired to take up the challenge and
become a leader”
Mr. Rodel Vizconde - President,
Adamson University Alumni Association, Inc.

I

first met Fr. Gregg in Adamson
University during an event
in school. It was an ordinary
introduction; we exchanged “Hi’s”
and “Hello’s.” It was not until six
months later when I was again
invited to another occasion in
Adamson that I saw what kind of
a leader he was. I was just getting
out of my car at the OZ car
park when he saw me and called
me by my nickname. He was
accompanied by a few security
guards and janitors at the time. As

we walked to the event, I noticed
that he would pick up pieces of
trash lying around and hold them
until he saw a trash can where
he could dispose of it. At that
moment I asked myself, “Is this
guy for real?”
He is also a very affable person;
people are naturally drawn to him
even when he is not trying. Even
without saying a word, Fr. Gregg
can already capture the attention
of the people around him.

to personally do the dirty work,
all for the sake of setting a good
example. From then, I was
inspired to take up the same
challenge and become a leader
to serve Adamson University, as
my way of showing my gratitude
for everything I have now. Fast
forward to a few years later
and here I am, about to end
my second term as president of
AUAAI because of the vision and
resolve that I saw in Fr. Gregg that
day.

It’s rare to meet someone
with so much ambition and
determination that he is willing
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12 for 12: Biggest Achievements...
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Spirit of St. Vincent in AdU

“This is part of our mission: to
evangelize the poor and to make
Adamsonians lovers and followers
of Vincent de Paul,” Fr. Gregg says.
This mission is evidenced by the
extraordinary work done by the
Integrated Community Extension
Services (ICES). Their work for
the relocation communities and
their Summer School of Life
program have been key to making

8

Another manifestation of St.
Vincent’s spirit is honoring
organizations that have also made
a difference in a systemic, lasting

way. The St.Vincent de Paul
National Award, spearheaded by
the Office for Vincentian Identity
and Mission, recognizes nongovernment organizations who
have fully committed themselves
to address pressing needs of the
community with innovative
solutions and measurable, tangible
results.

Growing with the Alumni

The growth and strengthening
of alumni relations was also one
of the hallmarks of Fr. Gregg’s
presidency, whom he considers as
“the third leg of the university.”
Fr. Gregg became involved in
the establishment of alumni
associations throughout Asia
including the Middle East, United
States, Canada, and Australia.
Around five more chapters were
added locally.

9

a lasting change in the lives of
former informal settlers. To this
day, all sectors of the university
maintain an active participation
in ICES’s programs through
volunteering.

The efforts to get the alumni
back into the fold resulted in the
creation of the Alumni Forum,
where successful alumni become
guest speakers and share their
knowledge and expertise with
current students. The alumni
are now also more involved and
supportive of the university’s
sports, scholarship, and extension
programs.

The Global Reunion was also
created to gather overseasbased alumni for fellowship and
fundraising. The first Alumni
Global Reunion was held in
California in 2012 followed
by the 2nd Global Reunion in
Toronto in 2014. The next Global
Reunion will be held in New
York in 2016.

Stronger Adamsonian Identity

In 2012, the University President
spearheaded a brainstorming
session to identify the attributes
that will truly define an
Adamsonian.
This brainstorming session
resulted in the 3Cs: Competence,

Character, and Charity. The 3Cs
define the Adamsonian graduate
as a competent professional, a
person of good character, and
one who embodies his/her faith
and the spirit of St.Vincent.
These attributes complement the

Institutional Growth Objectives
and become the basis for the
outcomes-based curriculum and
syllabi of the colleges. Hence,
it is ingrained in Adamsonian
learning and practice to prepare
the student for excellence and
triumph after graduation.

Adamsonians have won medals
in the Southeast Asian Games
and have also lorded it in UAAP
women’s basketball, baseball,
and chess. Many of our alumni
athletes have also gone on to
play for professional and amateur
leagues.

Falcons have won a total of
10 UAAP titles and more
championships in other leagues.
The team, mentored then by
national treasure Filomeno
Codiñera and now by alumna
Ana Maria Santiago, currently
holds the longest winning streak
in UAAP: 62 wins at the start of
Season 78, staying undefeated
since 2011 with five straight titles.

10 Sports Dominance
While the twin to AdU’s lone
UAAP men’s basketball trophy
remains elusive, the Soaring
Falcons nevertheless established
itself further as a force to reckon
with.
Adamsonian athletes have
repeatedly won team and
individual championships in
collegiate, local, and international
competitions. Several
10
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But the shining gem of the
Soaring Falcons is the softball
team. From 2004 the Lady

11 Partnerships and Collaborations
The University President knew
the importance of tapping other
institutions for support and
enhancement of AdU’s academic
and student development
programs. Hence, the Placement
Office along with all the
colleges increased their efforts
to team up with more than 450
industry partners for internships,
immersions, and curriculum
development.

Along with this is the increased
participation by Adamson in
the Vincentian Family. In the
Philippines AdU touched base
with other Vincentian educational
institutions for both academic
and religious collaboration.
Collaboration between AdU and
the three US-based Vincentian
universities was formalized in
November 2005 focusing on
faculty and student exchange,
immersion, and scholarship.

Further, the University’s network
of partners grew wider with
the signing of memoranda of
agreement and understanding
with local and foreign universities.
From Macau, Thailand, Taiwan,
Russia, Korea to Baguio and
Nueva Vizcaya in the country, Fr.
Gregg pushed the university to
further open itself to exchange
and collaboration.

news and current event shows,
newspaper and magazine features,
and capitalizing on the media
coverage given by its UAAP
participation. Fr. Gregg also saw
to it that he carried the AdU
brand while serving in leadership
positions in various educational
associations such as CEAP, PACU,
and SMEC.

numerous achievements gained
by the University under the
leadership of Fr. Gregg. He credits
the trust and cooperation given
by the different members of
the university for the successes
gained through the years. “I
am grateful for the unwavering
confidence and support [they]
have shown me. I am confident
and optimistic that Adamson will
continue to soar even higher with
a new leadership,” he says as a
parting shot.

12 Path to Prominence
Adamson University is now
recognized as one of the top
schools in Metro Manila. But Fr.
Gregg wanted more—he wanted
prominence for the university as
a leading institution known for
its class and quality education,
particularly for the socially
disadvantaged.
By coming up with creative
branding and advertising
movements such as the Add YoU
and #AdUitThisWay campaigns,
the university was able to reach
more of its potential clients and
improve its reputation. AdU also
opened itself to more media
coverage by hosting leading

from page 12

One Last Word
showing bad example, and for
my inconsistencies. Please forgive
me also if I have hurt individuals
by my words and actions or
have not been too appreciative
of your efforts. Thank you for
being respectful, understanding,
patient, and cooperative despite my
inadequacies and weaknesses. Since
some of my siblings are here, I also
ask for their understanding and
forgiveness for being less available
to assist them especially in family
matters. They did their best to take
care of domestic concerns knowing
I faced greater ones.

Before, AdU was just one of the
many universities dotting the
University Belt. Now, it stands
head and shoulders above the rest.
This list is just a preview of the

Deep in my heart I wish and
pray that you renew your loyalty,
dedication, and service to our
beloved alma mater and to those
that we serve, especially our
students. Adamson University is
here to stay; we are all here to
advance her interest. We are here
to assist one another to pursue the
University’s vision and mission.
Our pride should be to see
Adamson soar to greater heights of
excellence and prominence. I will
not be here physically to lead you
and cheer you up but I shall follow
you from afar like wind beneath
your wings and with a prayer in my
heart.

Sources: A Journey to Transformation:
The President’s End-of-Term Report,
End-of-Term Report AVP

It is not easy to leave the people
I have worked for and with for
the past 16 years. I shall miss this
community but will bring with
me happy memories of our times
together. I shall be especially proud
that at some point in my life I
had the privilege of serving this
great institution surrounded by a
community of great people.
Thank you so much from the
bottom of my heart. God bless you
all. Mabuhay ang Adamson!
Fr. Gregg originally delivered this piece
as his message during the tribute given
to him by the University on November
13, 2015 at the ST Quad.
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One Last Word
“I thank my God each time I
think of you and when I pray for
you I pray with joy” (Philippians
1:3). These words of St. Paul
in his letter to the Philippians
summarize what is in my heart as I
bid goodbye to all of you. There is
only GRATITUDE in my heart. I
never expected that, on that fateful
day when I assumed leadership of
this great university, a long journey
of twelve years would follow. It
was an incredible journey—full
of possibilities, achievements, and
challenges but for the most part
very fulfilling. I enjoyed my work
and the results inspired me to do
more. Serving was its own reward.
Thank you so much for making my
presidency such a memorable and
rewarding journey.
The video you saw earlier has made
the rounds of the different colleges
and offices and our alumni overseas.
These achievements are yours, or
rather, ours. I don’t claim to have
made those achievements by myself
because I could not have done
them alone. We did them and you
deserve more credit than I. God
was also behind all that supporting
our efforts with his grace and
providence.
Thank you for this tribute that you
organized for me. But I feel it is
more of a tribute to you rather than
to me. It is a tribute to the many
women and men whose dedication,
loyalty, sacrifice, love, and hard
work have made Adamson what
it is today. I owe them a lot. Some
of them are not with us anymore
and have passed to another life;
others have retired. Still others have
joined other schools or have left
the academe entirely. Most of them
however, are still with us—YOU.
This tribute is about YOU—the
700 colleagues and more than
15,000 students who are in the
campus.
Every person who stepped
into the presidency of this

venerable institution
has made a mark and
left a legacy. Each
contributed to growth
and development
of our alma mater.
Our 12 years
together have shown
that organizational
transformation is indeed
possible and desirable. When
I started my presidency 12
years ago, I had many dreams
and plans for Adamson. Do
you still remember the title of
our first five-year strategic plan?
Reinventing Adamson: Building on
our Strengths. The journey towards
transformation was a slow process
but we never gave up. For my part,
I did whatever I could to the best
of my ability. I loved my work and
seeing the gradual transformation
of the university was itself its
reward. There were many times
though when I was also tempted
to give up and to quit. Fortunately,
faith in God, hard work, and
persistence are some of my gifts.
Despite having gone a long way in
the transformational journey of our
institution, a lot more remains to be
done. On my office desk is the late
Archbishop Romero’s prayer, which
has given me peace, hope, and
perspective. I particularly like the
phrase, “We cannot do everything,
and there is a sense of liberation in
realizing that. This enables us to do
something, and to do it very well.
It may be incomplete, but it is a
beginning, a step along the way, an
opportunity for the Lord’s grace
to enter and do the rest.” I am a
mere worker in the vineyard of the
Lord and not a master builder nor
a messiah. I have done my share
but it is incomplete. In some areas
we have just begun; in others it is a
step along the long journey that is
ahead of us.
Now the ball is in your hands. I
encourage you to continue the path
of excellence that we started and

tried
so
hard to
sustain.
Mere compliance
and lip service must give way
to genuine service and quality
standards. So much is at stake:
what we have built throughout the
years, including our brand name
and reputation. The Falcon is born
to soar high. For this to happen,
the new President will need your
unqualified support, voluntary
cooperation and utmost dedication.
He can’t do this alone.You have to
rally behind him. Please assure him
you will always support him.
I may have pushed you too hard
and set before you very high
standards and expectations. I
wanted to bring out the best in
you and to encourage you towards
excellence because I knew you
have what it takes to do more and
to reach beyond the present. I
believe that if something is worth
doing, it should be done well. I
got my cue from St.Vincent who
said, “And there are two things
to be considered here, namely,
not only to do good, but to do
it well” (Repetition of Prayer, 25
November, 1657,Vol. 11, Letter
177, p.389). This has been often
paraphrased in the famous line: It is
not enough to do good, it must be
done well.
I apologize for not coming
up to your expectations, for
Continue to page 11
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